INTRODUCTION

52
Allele frequencies are required for several processes in genomic prediction. The assumption for 53 these processes is that the allele frequencies used is equal to the allele frequency of the base 54 generation, commonly defined as the pedigree founders. For multi-step genomic evaluations, chosen to be similar to that in the additional simulations more likely to occur in reality.
112
Seven additional datasets were simulated using the same historical and founder population 113 structure as the base simulation but with selection included, and depending on the scenario,
114
errors or missing data were introduced to mimic reality ( n is the number of occurrences for allele 1, and n is the total number of alleles.
152
Another implementation was made where instead of using all genotyped animals, only the 
RESULTS
212
The results for efficiency are only presented for the base simulation without selection as the 213 results were similar for the other simulations (Table 2) . We observed the current method of 214 estimating base generation allele frequency using all genotyped animals is fast (3 seconds).
215
Using the same method but with only animals from the oldest genotyped generation was even The processing time for the current method, and only the oldest genotyped generation, had no The total RAM required for each method was closely related to the total processing time (Table   240 2). The current method required very little memory (<0.1 GB), and only using the oldest (Table 3 ). Significant 13 differences in accuracy between methods were observed for simulations that included selection.
254
When using the current method with all genotyped animals the accuracy decreased to 0.87 ± 255 0.01, by only using the oldest genotyped generation, the accuracy was slightly increased but A . This strategy would request the same amount of memory as GLS_Full, and will be 302 considerably faster than GLS_Full. Even then it would still be computationally much less 303 efficient than GLS_Sparse.
305
Importantly, GLS_Sparse is more accurate than the current method that simply computes the 306 allele frequency in the current genotype data. It is recommended that the GLS_Sparse method 307 is implemented, when using allele frequencies for genomic prediction processes, where the average genotype in the data, confirmed that the difference between GLS and BLUP is due to 325 using a non-unity heritability in BLUP, and by replacing genotypes in GLS with the average 326 (which is probably worse than putting it to missing in BLUP). However in many practical 327 applications replacing missing values in the GLS method will probably be unnecessary as 328 imputation is common practice. When a considerable number of genotyping errors is present, 329 the BLUP method may be better able to deal with this, as it has been suggested to be robust when performing a genomic evaluation, it can be assumed that the computation of base allele 392 frequencies could be performed only once for multiple successive genomic evaluations (e.g., at 393 the same rate as variance components estimation), which would reduce its costs even further. 
